Abstract-Multi-detect (N-detect) testing suffers from the drawback that its test length grows linearly with N. We present a new method to generate compact test sets that provide high defect coverage. The proposed technique makes judicious use of a new pattern-quality metric based on the concept of output deviations. We select the most effective patterns from a large N-detect pattern repository, and guarantee a small test set as well as complete stuck-at coverage. Simulation results for benchmark circuits show that with a compact, 1-detect stuck-at test set, the proposed method provides considerably higher transition-fault coverage and coverage ramp-up compared to another recently-published method. Moreover, in all cases, the proposed method either outperforms or is as effective as the competing approach in terms of bridging-fault coverage and the surrogate BCE+ metric. In many cases, higher transition-fault coverage is obtained than much larger N-detect test sets for several values of N. Finally, our results provide the insight that, instead of using N-detect testing with as large N as possible, it is more efficient to combine the output deviations metric with multi-detect testing to get highquality, compact test sets.
I. INTRODUCTION *
Manufacturing test is a major challenge for very-deep submicron (VDSM) integrated circuits. Mandated product-quality levels must be ensured by screening all defective devices before they are shipped. However, defect screening remains a formidable problem, especially for VDSM process technologies, since it is impossible to explicitly target every possible defect. To facilitate defect detection and manage test complexity, abstract fault models are used in practice to mimic the behavior of real defects. The most widely used fault model in industry today continues to be the single stuck-at fault model. This model offers a number of advantages⎯it is simple, it requires low computational effort for test generation, and test patterns for single stuck-at faults also detect many physical defects. However, even though coverage of all or a large percentage of single stuck-at faults is considered to be indispensable for any realistic test-development flow today, it does not always guarantee high defect coverage [12] .
The inadequacy of the stuck-at model for achieving high defect coverage led to the development of new fault models, e.g. transition-delay faults, bridging faults, etc., which reflect the behavior of realistic defects more accurately than the stuck-at fault model. However, even these fault models are inadequate for many new defect types and they are accompa-* The work of K. Chakrabarty was supported in part by the Semiconductor Research Corporation under contract no. 1588.
nied by practical problems that hinder their widespread adoption. For example, the automatic test-pattern generation (ATPG) algorithms associated with these fault models require excessive computational effort. Moreover, these models lead to prohibitively high pattern counts, thereby leading to high test application times. Finally, many of these fault models require detailed layout information, which is available only at the latter stages of the chip design flow. As a result, test development becomes a significant contributor to delays in chip tape-out.
An alternative approach to increase defect coverage is to rely on multi-detect testing, also referred to as N-detect testing. This method was proposed in [11] , and since then it has been identified as a very effective test strategy [1] - [6] , [8] - [10] , [13] - [17] . The main idea of N-detect testing is to apply N (N > 1) different test patterns for each stuck-at fault. By detecting each stuck-at fault multiple times, with different test patterns each time, the probability that arbitrary defects are activated at the target fault site increases. An important property of Ndetect testing is that it employs conventional fault models (usually the stuck-at fault model), therefore it can be easily incorporated in existing ATPG algorithms and tools. However, N-detect testing has one significant disadvantage⎯the size of the test set increases linearly as the value of N increases in order to provide test patterns of higher quality. An alternative method proposed recently in [7] addresses this problem by embedding multi-detection of faults within a compact 1-detect test set, thereby increasing test quality without significantly increasing test-set size.
In this paper, we propose a new method to generate highquality compact test sets with test lengths similar to that of 1-detect stuck-at test sets. In contrast to [7] , we do not embed multi-detection of stuck-at faults within 1-detect stuck-at patterns. Instead, we first select a small number of the mostefficient test patterns from an N-detect pattern repository. Next we embed single-detection of stuck-at faults within the selected high-quality test patterns. Despite its compact size, the test set generated by the proposed method provides significantly higher coverage of transition-delay faults and comparable coverage for bridging faults, when compared to the baseline 1-detect test set and the test set obtained using [7] . It also provides higher coverage of transition-delay faults than larger N-detect test sets for several values of N.
The proposed method relies on a new quality metric for evaluating the effectiveness of each test pattern. We also present an efficient algorithm for selecting the most efficient test patterns. The quality metric is based on the concept of output Step 1 Step 2
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Step 2 Fig. 1 . Proposed test-generation flow.
deviations [19] , which offer an effective probabilistic means to evaluate test vectors based on their potential for detecting arbitrary defects and, most importantly, without being biased towards any particular fault model. As shown in [18] , unbiased testing provides higher test quality than a test method that is biased by a particular fault model. Simulations results for benchmark circuits demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method for defect screening. These results also show that simply increasing the value of N for N-detection, which is currently common industry practice, is not necessarily the best approach to enhance defect coverage. Instead, combining N-detection with pattern selection based on output deviations appears to be the most promising defect-screening strategy with low pattern counts.
II. OUTPUT DEVIATIONS
Output deviations (described in detail in [19] ) are probability measures at primary outputs, as well as pseudo-outputs for full-scan designs (all denoted as circuit outputs hereafter), that reflect the likelihood of error detection at these outputs. As it is shown in [19] , test patterns with high deviations tend to be more effective for fault detection.
Output deviations are based on a probabilistic fault model, in which a probability map (referred to as the confidence- ). Likewise, the signal probabilities can be easily computed for other gate types. For any logic gate (or output) G i in a circuit, let its fault-free output value for any given input pattern t j be d,
p , where d is the complement of d. Intuitively, the deviation for an input pattern is a measure of the likelihood that the gate output is incorrect for that input pattern. Output deviations can be determined without explicit fault grading, hence the computation (linear in the number of gates) is feasible for large circuits and large test sets. In the next section, we define a new output-deviations measure that can be used for test generation.
III. PROPOSED TEST-GENERATION METHOD
The flow of the proposed test generation method is shown in Fig. 1(a) . In the following discussion, we explain each step in detail. A test cube is a test pattern that contains 0, 1 and don't-care (X) logic values, and a test vector is a test pattern without X logic values.
Step 1: In the first step a repository of test cubes is generated, using N-detect ATPG with as high a value of N as is computationally feasible. During ATPG, the Xs of the test cubes are left unspecified but the dynamic-compaction option is turned on in order to limit the size of the repository. Next, the generated test cubes are evaluated according to the proposed deviation-based quality metric. Since output deviations are not defined in [19] for test patterns containing Xs (i.e., test cubes), we evaluate each test cube according to its potential to yield test vectors with high output deviations values if its Xs are replaced randomly by logic values 0, 1. To this end, we generate m random test vectors per cube by specifying its Xs in m different random ways (m is a predetermined constant). Next, all test vectors are inserted in a list L and their output deviations are calculated as proposed in [19] . Note that the m random test vectors per cube are used only for evaluating the cube, and they are discarded after the selection of the most efficient cubes.
Step 2: The second step uses a quality metric to evaluate all the test vectors generated in the previous step, and selects k out of them. These k vectors are deemed to be of the highest quality and they correspond to k different test cubes. The selection process provides the set of k test cubes from which the k selected test vectors were generated. The selection is based on the following two rules: (i) Rule 1: A test vector is selected only if it provides a high deviation value at one or more outputs.
(ii) Rule 2: The final set of selected test vectors provides high deviation value at least once at every output. However, the number of selected test vectors that provide high deviation value at output i may be higher than the number of selected test vectors that provide high deviation at output j, if the potential of output i to observe defects is higher than that of output j, based on the structure of the circuit.
The first rule ensures that a test vector will not be selected if it does not provide high deviation value, that is high observability at, at least one output. The deviation value D(t,i) for test vector t at output i is high if it is close to the maximum deviation value provided by any test vector at this output. However, since we cannot consider all possible test vectors due to computation constraints, we limit the calculation of the maximum deviation values to the test vectors in list L. In addition, the maximum deviation at output i when the fault-free response is 0 can be different than the maximum deviation at the same output when the fault-free response is 1. Therefore, in contrast to [19] , for every output i, 1 ≤ i ≤ NO, where NO is the number of circuit outputs, we calculate two values, namely Max(i,0) and Max(i,1). These are the maximum deviation values achieved by any of the test vectors producing the fault-free response 0 (referred to as test vector subset T i,0 ) and 1 (referred to as T i,1 ) at this output (
where v is the fault-free response of t at output i. Note that F 1 is a real-valued quantity that should be close to 1 for selecting vectors with maximum output deviation values. However, in practice a value of F 1 = 1 is very strict and sometimes it results in a failure to select vectors, especially after the first few most-efficient vectors are selected. We experimentally verified that a value of F 1 in the range [0.99, 0.995] provides high-quality vectors, and thus for the experiments reported here, we set F 1 = 0.995.
The second rule ensures that the test vectors will be selected to eventually provide high deviation value at every output at least once, in order to provide high observability for as many defects as possible. It also considers the fact that the number of defects that can be observed at the output of a large logic cone is likely to be higher than the corresponding number at the output of a small logic cone. Therefore, every output i is initially assigned a pair of weights wo(i,0) and wo(i,1), one for each set T i,0 and T i,1 , respectively. Both these weights are initially set equal to the number of lines in the fan-in logic cone of output i, a measure of the volume of defects that can possibly affect this output. Then, a weight WT(t) is calculated for every test vector t as follows: let MS(t) be the set consisting of all outputs i, 1 ≤ i ≤ NO, with high deviation value D(t,i) when vector t is applied at the circuit (i.e. outputs i satisfy inequality (1) for vector t). MS(t) is partitioned into two subsets MS 0 (t), MS 1 (t); all outputs with fault-free response 0 are placed in MS 0 (t) and the rest in MS 1 (t). Then we have:
WT(t) is equal to the sum of the weights of all outputs with high observability during the application of t. The vector t with the highest weight WT(t) is selected every time. If the selection is based only on Equation (2) then it will be biased towards test vectors that increase the deviations at a subset of outputs (with high weights), thus adversely affecting observability for other nodes in the circuit. In order to avoid this problem, every time a test vector t that provides high deviation value at output i is selected, the weight wo(i,v), where i ∈ MS v (t), v=0, 1 is divided by a constant factor F 2 . Therefore, outputs that exhibit increased observability by the application of t are considered as less effective in detecting defects during the selection of the test vectors following. In this way the succeeding selected test vectors will provide high deviation value at other outputs too. Note that, by using two weights wo(i,0) and wo(i,1) for each output i we enforce the selection of test vectors which provide high deviation values for both fault free responses 0 and 1 at this output since we control the number of vectors which provide high deviation value for each response separately. We verified experimentally that a value of F 2 in the range [2, 10] is sufficient to guarantee the selection of test vectors which provide high deviation values at all outputs. We have chosen the value of F 2 = 8 in the experiments reported in Section 4. The overall flow for this selection process is highlighted in Fig. 1 
(b).
Step 3: Next, we guarantee that the selected test cubes achieve complete coverage of single stuck-at faults. Therefore, we perform stuck-at fault simulation with the selected test cubes and we drop every detected stuck-at fault. Then, we specify their Xs in order to detect as many undetected stuck-at faults as possible, and if necessary, we top-up the k test cubes with additional dynamically-compacted test cubes. The additional test cubes are not selected from the repository in order to extend the set of the k test cubes with the smallest possible number of top-up test cubes.
Step 4: This step is optional. Any remaining Xs are specified in order to achieve multiple detections of as many stuck-at faults as possible, as suggested in [7] .
Step 5: At this step all remaining Xs, are specified in such a way as to maximize the output deviations. Therefore, for each test cube, m random test vectors are generated and the best test vector is selected, according to the WT measure as in Step 2. Finally, the selected test vectors are ranked in descending order of their WT measures.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the defect coverage of the proposed test-generation method for the largest ISCAS'89 and a subset of IWLS'05 benchmark circuits. The test-generation flow (Fig. 1) , excluding ATPG and fault simulation, was implemented in C. Commercial tools were used for all ATPGrelated and fault simulation steps.
The quality of the proposed method, with respect to defect coverage, was evaluated using two surrogate fault models⎯the transition-delay fault model (using the launch-oncapture technique) and the bridging fault model. In the former case we calculated the proposed quality metric using the response to the second vector for each vector pair, (consisting of each stuck-at test and the response to the stuck-at test) while in the latter case, we use the response for every single vector (i.e., every stuck-at test). In order to highlight the benefits of the proposed testgeneration method, we compare it with traditional 1-detect stuck-at ATPG, as well as with the embedded multi-detect ATPG method proposed in [7] . For each experiment, the following four test sets were compared with each other: Reg_SD: traditional (regular) dynamically compacted 1-detect test set, with the Xs specified randomly. Reg_ND: traditional dynamically compacted 1-detect test set, with the Xs specified in such a way as to detect a stuck-at fault as many times (up to N) as possible. The approach of [7] for N =10 was implemented for this purpose. Prop_SD: compact 1-detect test set generated by the proposed test-generation flow, with the Xs specified exclusively to maximize output deviation (Step 4 is omitted). Prop_ND: compact 1-detect test set generated by the proposed test-generation flow, with the Xs specified in order to detect first multiple (up to N=10) times as many stuck-at faults as possible (Step 4 is applied) and then the remaining Xs are specified in order to maximize the output deviations.
For Prop_SD and Prop_ND test sets, 10-detect test sets were used as repositories. The number k of selected cubes from the repositories was set equal to 1/3 of the number of cubes in the Reg_SD test sets for circuits mem_ctrl, tv80, s13207, and to 2/3 for the rest of the circuits. Finally, m was set equal to 10.
The basic characteristics of the benchmarks are shown in Columns 1-4 of Table I . Column 5 presents the number of test vectors in Reg_SD and Reg_ND (the pattern counts are the same). Column 6 presents the (identical) number of test vectors in Prop_SD and Prop_ND, generated by applying the quality metric to vector pairs (denoted as 2-p in the Table I) . Column 7 presents the same data generated by applying the quality metric to single vectors (denoted as 1-p). Finally, column 8 lists the number of the test cubes in the 10-detect pattern repositories. For each circuit, the size of the smallest test set generated is bold. In a majority of cases, the size of the test set generated by the proposed method is smaller than the test sets generated by the other methods and in all other cases, the test-set sizes are comparable. The test-set sizes for the proposed method can be reduced further by selecting a smaller value of k. A large k leads to higher test quality, therefore pattern count can be traded off with test quality by appropriately selecting k.
Next, we compare the four test sets with respect to the coverage achieved for transition-delay faults (Fig. 2) . As expected, in the vast majority of the cases, Reg_ND, Prop_SD, and Prop_ND provide significantly higher transition-fault coverage than the baseline Reg_SD test set. Moreover, both the proposed test sets, Prop_SD and Prop_ND, provide higher coverage than Reg_ND generated using the method proposed in [7] . In most cases, the highest coverage is provided by the Prop_ND test sets. Moreover, the proposed method provides higher ramp-up than the other methods, and it offers reduced test application time in an abort-at-first-fail environment.
In the second experiment, we study the multiple-detection profile of each test set. Due to limited space, we present results for three representative cases. The other benchmarks exhibit similar behavior. Each curve in Fig. 3 presents the percentage of stuck-at faults detected n times or more for n = 1, 2, …, 11. Our results show that a high degree of multidetection is not always necessary for high defect coverage. The test sets of the ac97_ctrl and system_caes for the proposed method provide less multi-detection than the two baseline methods, yet they provide higher transition-fault coverage. We therefore note that generating patterns with high deviations allows us to get high defect coverage with a smaller value of N than would be possible by using N-detect testing alone. Hence, a combination of output deviations and multidetection (Prop_ND) offers the most promising solution.
Next, we compare the four test sets using the bridging fault model. For each generated test set, the BCE+ metric proposed in [16] was used as an estimate of bridging fault coverage. In addition, 400K bridging faults were simulated as follows: 100K pairs of lines were selected randomly for each circuit, and four bridging faults were simulated for each pair by considering both lines as aggressors and victims, as well as by considering both AND and OR bridging faults. The results for the various test sets are shown in Table II for all test sets, respectively. We note that in most cases, the Prop_ND test set provides the best results, both in terms of the BCE+ measure and bridging fault coverage. In some cases, Reg_ND provides slightly higher bridging fault coverage and BCE+ values. However, note that in all these cases, the proposed test sets are smaller than the test-set sizes for Reg_ND. We expect that a larger value of k, and thus a larger test set (enriched with higher-quality patterns), will lead to higher BCE+ and bridging fault coverage using Prop_ND. Finally, we determine a threshold N * on N such that for all N < N * , either Prop_SD or Prop_ND test set offers higher transition-fault coverage than an N * -detect test set (all test sets provide complete coverage of detectable stuck-at faults). The results in Table III demonstrate that, for most benchmarks, the proposed method leads to smaller but more effective test sets than several N-detect test sets.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new method, based on the judicious use of output deviations, for generating compact, high-quality test sets. Simulation results show that compact test sets can be generated for complete single stuck-at coverage and higher coverage of unmodeled transition-delay faults and bridging faults compared to other methods. The effectiveness of the proposed method can be attributed to the combination of multi-detect ATPG and pattern selection based on deviations; therefore, this method serves as a promising alternative to Ndetect ATPG with large N.
